280 Poipu Drive

House for Sale in Hawaii Kai, Oahu | MLS 202109721

62,259 sqft land  11,153 sqft living  $16,500,000 listing price

Absolutely unbelievable opportunity to own two homes, 12 bedrooms with 10.5 baths, covering over 62K Sq Ft of land. The palatial properties can be combined to create a compound or kept separate for security, staff, or entourage. Trophy, Poipu Oceanview Estate has every imaginable upgrade, guest house, pool, spa, bell & whistle anyone would want or need in a truly 5-star resort estate. Comes complete with 96 owned PV panels on NEM and solar hot water heater. The adjacent Portlock home has 3 dwellings, solar hot water for each and both properties have
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